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Company Description
Waves, recipient of a Technical GRAMMY Award®, is a global leader and
pioneer in audio technology for the music, entertainment, broadcasting, and
consumer electronics industries. Top music producers, sound engineers, and
live show engineers rely on Waves to create hit songs, blockbuster movies,
top-selling games, and sold-out shows. The Waves Maxx® suite of audio and
voice modules with Waves Nx® 3D audio enhances the sound experience on
millions of laptops, tablets, smartphones, smart speakers, headphones, and is
available on SoCs from the world's foremost chip makers.

Company In-Depth Description
Why
With roots in pro audio and branches in live audio and consumer electronics,
Waves is dedicated to the elevation of expression and communication
through music and sound.
From state-of-the-art tools designed for professionals, to advanced
algorithms that augment audio on consumer devices, the Waves vision
encompasses a creation-to-appreciation experience with sound.
Differentiation
In the Waves Consumer division, this unique vision translates into
technologies designed by studio engineers that bring out the fullness of
music, movie and video soundtracks. From working with broadcast-quality
microphones, Waves draws inspiration to make conference calling clearer
and more intelligible. For Waves Consumer, fidelity is paramount.
Who
It's the team at Waves that gives the company its unique character. Across
the many workgroups at Waves talented individuals come from diverse
backgrounds in music and audio post-production. From GRAMMY Award®winning music producers, to turntablists, drummers, and sound designers.
Music-making and producing sound is weaved into the Waves culture.
How
Perfecting sound quality on consumer devices like smartphones, laptops,
and smart speakers is about more than technology, it's about hands-on
tuning. Just like producing and mixing a hit record, the Waves team of tuners
with backgrounds in pro audio turn the knobs, move faders, and tweak
parameters under the hood to deliver full, satisfying sound, even on mobile
devices.

Contact Information
For press and media inquiries
Dalia Migdal, VP of Creative Marketing & Communications
marketingce@waves.com
For sales inquiries
Lior Maimon, Sales Operations Manager
consumer@waves.com

Logo Use Guidelines
Thank you for your interest in using the Waves logo. The following images are
for press purposes only. For any other third-party logo use request, please
contact your Waves account manager directly.

Use
The Waves logo must be used wherever Waves is referenced.

Grid
The Waves logo should always appear in a readable size, with clear space
around it and a contrasting background. The logo's grid-ratio must not be
altered.

Format
The Waves logo must appear with both symbol and typeface. Do not use the
typeface alone. All resizing must be of consistent ratio — no skews, diagonal
placing etc. Do not resize only one of the elements.

Color
The Waves logo must appear in primary or secondary single color only —
black or white — on a contrasting background. The logo should not appear in
other colors, multi-color, or strokes-only.

Download the Waves logo here
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